
             

               Intro to Scratch Task #1 Worksheet 

Name_______________________________________________________________________Class____________ 

Directions:  Go to my website.  Click on the Scratch page and scroll to Task #1 

Part 1:  Directions:   Click the link that says Scratch Activity Cards.   Look for the cards I have listed below.  Open 

Scratch and try to follow the code on the cards in your own workspace.  Experiment!  

Activity # Name of Activity 

  Key Moves 

 Animate It 

  Moving Animation 

  Surprise Button 

  Keep Score 

 

Task 2- Putting it all together-Scratch Review Activity  

Objective:  Choose a theme (i.e. haunted house with ghost and witch) Get two sprites to be animated, move, 

speak and score one point as one sprite touches the other.    

Directions:  Now that you have learned the basic commands of Scratch, it is time for you to create your very own 

original Scratch Activity/Game.  Follow the steps below!  

Step 1:  Open Scratch. Save the file on your H Drive as REVIEW in your Scratch folder. 

Step 2:  Delete the cat Sprite 

Step 3:  Create your own background.  (Click on STAGE and then background and the Paint). Think about theme… 

Step 4:  Add at least two different Sprites.  At least one sprite should be created by you.  They should relate to 

background… 

Step 5:  Write a scripts that includes the following commands for each sprite.  If you have forgotten how, use the videos 

and activity cards to give you hints or use the HELP feature in the Scratch program! 

Sprite 1      

o Be animated    

o Say something 

o Move by the arrow keys 

o Scores a point every time it touches Sprite 2       

 Step 6:  Save as REVIEW on your H Drive in your Scratch folder. 

 

Sprite 2 

o Be animated 

o Say something 

o Glide back and forth across the stage.  

Scoring the Review Activity 

o All commands listed are used and work properly.  There is a “theme” to the activity=50 pts 

o All commands listed are used and work properly.  There is a “ no theme” to the activity=45 pts 



 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT!!!! 

Check your H Drive/SCRATCH folder to be sure all your work is 

named correctly and saved in the COMPUTER folder!  I will 

deduct points if I have to go looking for it elsewhere! 

Turn in this sheet so that I can give you credit for Tasks 1 and 2. 


